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Foreword    
1999 brought on two events that have spurred-on a quick update to the book written 

last year after my September 27- October 5, 1998 trip to Northern Ireland. The first 
event was a “Family Reunion” being planned by my energetic and capable cousins from 
White Oak, SC.

Eleanor Alison, Hannah Patrick Phillips, Ivor Patrick Stevenson, and Pat 
Robert Patrick combined into an “on fire,” “can do” committee to make a Patrick 
Family Reunion happen on August 28th, 1999 in White Oak, SC. There is no way to 
appropriately recognize the hard work of this group. They have labored tirelessly to get 
the word to everyone possible and to put on a first-class family reunion.

They also worked at getting the family genealogical information updated. This effort 
was so successful, that it called for a new printing of the Patrick Family Descendants 
Outline. Patsy Slice, a cousin in Florence, SC has spent a great deal of time and effort in 
getting the new information loaded into the Family Tree Maker program. 

The second event was a return trip to Northern Ireland.

Carl Gilfillan has agreed to produce a new updated book. He has also agreed to 
produce a “Update 1999” report which can be added to first edition books.  The time 
constraint to get all of this done will cut back on some of the prose.
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May 24-June 1, 1999 Trip
May 24 - Monday

My youngest son, John and I left Atlanta for our all night flight to Dublin. We 
regretted that middle son, Jenks, was continuing his studies at Clemson University and 
would not make the trip.

May 25 -Tuesday

My oldest son, Joe and his wife, Emily, had flown from Copenhagen, Denmark. They 
met John and myself in Dublin. Elsie Patrick Bell and Sam Bell had a driver meet us at 
the airport in Dublin with a car which they made available for the week. We motored 
into Belfast and met with Marie Wilson, the genealogist that has been done such great 
work on the Patricks of Carrickatane, at the Public Records Office of N.I. My family was 
so impressed with Marie and her knowledge of the records of Northern Ireland. 

I was most anxious to expose the family to the old records that are kept in the 
original form. It is a special feeling to handle the actual records from 300 or 400 years 
ago.  

We did find one new piece of exciting evidence. On page 48 of the 1795 Rent 
Roll book (D623/C/4/3 Rental for Donelong Manor 1794 - 1809) there is a list of the 
“Cottiers” of  the Patrick Leasehold. Cottiers were  families that worked and lived on 
the Leasehold.  Sometimes they were paid wages, but most of the time they shared in 
the production of the farm.  There were four cottiers listed. One of the cottiers was 
named Isabela Blair. This is the first time I had ever seen the name Blair associated 
with Carrickatane or Donegheady Parish. It is certainly feasible that this could be the 
connection that allowed for a close relationship to develop between  John Blair and 
Anthony Patrick and Thomas Patrick. John Blair emigrated to America in 1796. It will 
deserve more study.

It was nice to see Marie Wilson again. She has been so helpful and competent in her 
efforts at finding the Patricks associated with the Will of John Blair.

We parted company with Marie at the PRONI and drove on into Belfast. I  had not 
notified Rebecca Robb of our plans to be in Belfast, but thought she might be working 
at The Opus One Restaurant.  We were told she and her sister, Leah, would be in a little 
later. 

They were surprised and delighted to see us. We had a fine meal that was highlighted 
by the catching up with the news of the Robb family. We were disappointed to hear they 
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would not be able to attend the Tea which was arranged for Sunday June 30th.  Their 
sister, Chloe, also works there, but was off that day. We left them late and headed 
toward Cookstown.

It is about 40 miles to Cookstown from Belfast. Sam had given me directions to their 
home where we would be staying for the week we were in Northern Ireland. Our arrival 
was late at night, but Elsie and Sam were there to greet us. We had one wing of their 
house which had three bedrooms.  The trip and the day’s activities had worn us out.  The 
beds did a good job.

May 26 - Wednesday

A full day was in store for us. The first stop was at The Ulster Plantation Center in 
Draperstown. This Center features the story of the plantation of Ulster by the English in 
1609. It is well presented. 

Ballinamore—the home place of Mary Gilfillan was next.  No one was home when 
we pulled into the farm compound, but I was comfortable that Ian Cochrane  would not 
mind if we looked around. We inspected the old building that had been pointed out as 
the Gilfillan home in the eighteenth century and left for Londonderry.

We entered the walled city and found a parking spot. A walking tour of the  City 
Center was interesting. The Tower Museum was our favorite stop in Londonderry. 
The city came under siege in 1641 when the native Irishmen rebelled against the 
plantation of their lands. The Protestants fled their farms and entered the walled city for 
protection. Many people died in the city waiting on food and  help from England. The 
English finally came to break the siege and suppress the rebellion.

Rebecca and Leah Robb with the Patricks
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We journeyed through Strabane and Newtonstewart to The Ulster American Folk 
Park near Omagh. It is well worth a visit. Thomas Mellon’s home place attracted money 
for the restoration of many early eighteen hundred era buildings. A typical farm, a 
typical town  and a replica of a typical ship that took so many of the emigrants  away 
from Ireland are highlights. 

We had set up a visit with Maisie and Robert Patrick in Lislafferty near 
Newtownstewart. What was expected to be a quick visit, turned into a meal with a 
number of the Patrick family arriving to meet my family. 

May 27 - Thursday

We left early for Carrickatane. William O’Neill had agreed to allow us to walk 
around on Carrickatane. He wanted to be our guide. He laughed at our footwear and 
rounded up some “Wellingtons” for us. Wellingtons are the standard footwear for the 
many different situations you run into (I should say—step into) when you are on the 
land. Wellingtons are basically slip-on rubber boots .

William was most entertaining  and knowledgeable about the land and the history of 
the area. We knew about a waterfall on the eastern side of Carrickatane from Rebecca 
Drake. We asked to see it. We were glad we had. It is quite a beautiful spot with the 
falls, stream, and high rock walls which are covered with moss, fern and flowers.  The 
falls are located to your lower left if you were standing in the doorway, looking out of 
the Patrick home. You could not see the falls, however, without going to the stream.

Maisie and Robert Patrick 
Family at Lislafferty
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We then went by the Patrick compound. A lot of the outbuildings are being removed 
by William’s brother, David. We left the compound and started an assent to the upper 
levels of Carrickatane. The pastures would change rapidly from one texture and type to 
another depending on the underlying soil. Sometime you felt like you were walking on a 
waterbed. This was the “Bog” areas where “Turf” or “Peat” would have been dug up in 
blocks and dried for fuel. 

We kept climbing to an area that William identified as a burial grounds for the 
earliest of people in Ireland. There were numerous mounds of piled rocks that were 
from 2000 - 3000 year old burial sites.

At the top of Carrickatane we could look down on the City of Londonderry. The top 
pastures were covered with heather and an occasional  thorny bush with pretty of yellow 
flowers. This bush was called “Gorse”. The views in all directions are magnificent.

The beauty of the Carrickatane strikes you as you survey the whole townland from its 
pinnacle. 

William has been recently honored as Young Farmer of the Year by the Queen of 
England. Looking at Carrickatane you can see why. He has been a true steward of the 
land. He is doing much of the same things that have been done for 400 hundred years 

The waterfall on the eastern side of 
Carrickatane.
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or more - sheep, cows, pasture, crops, hay, gardens.  He is doing them at the highest of 
efficiency, however  and with a strong concern for the environment. We all are proud of 
his and his family’s success.

Veronica had a wonderful lunch prepared  and we had the appetite for the occasion. 
Daughter Kerry joined us for a great desert of strawberries, whipped cream and baked 
meringue crust. The O’Neills are coming to visit Rebecca Drake and us in the fall of this 
year. We are excited about their visit.

We left Carrickatane and went about 5 miles up the road to visit with Joyce Vaughan 
and her family at Altrest. We met Mervyn , Joyce’s husband, for the first time. Harry 
and Patsy Henderson, Joyce’s mother and father came over, as well as Joyce’s friend 
Olivene McDaid. Olivene is getting a degree in Irish  History and had used my book 
as a resource for her paper about emigrants from the area of Donagheady. She shared 
several resources with me and gave me a copy of her paper.

Excitement came our way as we were outside playing with the Vaughan’s yellow lab. 
The lab had a rock it had fetched from the flower bed. Joe tried to get the rock from 
him. The dog let Joe know with a bite to the hand, that he did not want to give his rock 
up. Joe got over the bite, but has a better understanding of Irish dogs now.

The Patricks and the O’Neills
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Joyce fed us a fantastic meal. We never expected to be such well received  guest. It 
was a joy for all of us to get to visit with our Irish friends.

We returned late to Cookstown again. The sun stays up until about 10:00pm, so we 
never felt that it was that late. 

May 28 - Friday

We headed north toward Coleraine and a tour of Bushmill Distillery. It was 
raining slightly, so the inside tour worked well. Next stop was the Giant’s Causeway. A 
spectacular natural phenomenon  where hot lava and cool water, made many octagonal 
columns  of rock.. 

 We proceeded on down the coast of Antrim which is very beautiful country. 
Through Larne and on into Belfast. Opus One was the restaurant that came to mind. 
We had a nice visit with the Robbs again. Chloe was working this night and I  got to 
introduce her to the family.

May 29 - Saturday

We slept late and enjoyed the beautiful view from Elsie and Sam’s mountain top on 
a rare clear skied day. 

We went over to visit with Hazel Dolling and to see if we could be of help with 
preparations for the touring of Lissan on Sunday. She is quite a wonderful and amazing 
person. She gave a fine tour of Lissan to us. This took an hour or more. 

The Vaughans and The Hendersons
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Hazel had a concern that the dirt road in from Elsie and Sam’s direction was not 
in as good a shape as it should be. It sustained some damage after a recent logging 
operation. She suggested we attempt to fill some of the potholes with stones available 
along the road. This is an example of why I say she is amazing. It took a lot of stamina 
on our part to keep up with Hazel.

Hazel had some buckets, containers and shovels, which we loaded into the back of 
her car. Her dog was sickly and stirred little from his place in the passenger side. We 
followed in our car.

Hazel is quite energetic and capable. Some time you see this displayed as she tracks 
down a malfunction in the electrical circuits, or it might be a case of the faucet not 
operating correctly that gains her efforts. On the other hand she is a charming guide and 
eloquent story teller of the past.

The Road Gang
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We returned for tea and cake at Lissan House and enjoyed the accent up into the 
non-public portion of Lissan. Hazel introduced us through pictures of her step-children 
and her grandchildren. She had many interesting stories to tell about the people of 
Lissan.

We returned to Elsie and Sam’s for a wonderful dinner meal of grilled meats and 
Irish vegetables. This was a nice calm setting  and the food could not have been better. 
We had been gone every night and Elsie and Sam always work late, so this was really the 
first meal we had together.

We cleaned up and went out for a night at the local pub. Shepherds Rest was the 
best place in the area for dancing ,talking and drinking. The locals were doing it all 
- with much exuberance. I never caught up with the band while trying to dance. Fast 
country would best describe the music. Slow Joe would best describe me. Everyone else 
was quite good. We got home late.

May 30 - Sunday

We all attended church with Hazel and sat in her front row family pew. She 
introduced us to those sitting near by . The people of Northern Ireland are so friendly 
and warm with their reception of visitors. It was a nice service.

We left Hazel after church. She had been invited to go out to lunch with us and the 
Bells, but she said she had last minute things to get done at Lissan.

Hazel at Lissan
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The Bells met us at a local downtown restaurant in Cookstown. Sam had taken a 
call from Pat Maxted in Coventry, England. She is a descendant of the Carrickatane 
Patricks. She has been very helpful to Rebecca Drake and myself in supplying pictures 
and remembrances of Carrickatane. The pictures in the Carrickatane report have come 
from her. I called her from the restaurant and she expressed regrets for not being able 
to come to the Tea, but wanted to call to say hello. 

The meal was nice but, we were all excited about getting ready to receive our guest 
at the Tea. Elsie and Sam had their place looking fantastic. It was a pretty clear day. The 
caterer arrived about 1:30 with tons of good food.

Her name was Joanne Loughlin. Hazel had used her before and had recommended 
her. We had met on Saturday when she came by to get the layout of the Bell’s house. 
We had agreed that she would serve drinks of tea, punch and coffee. She also had 
sandwiches, hot pick-up foods, and several desserts and pastries. Everything was 
delicious. Joanne and her helper took care of everything.

Our guest started arriving at 3:00 sharp. It did not take long for the parking area 
to fill up. Elsie and Sam’s family was well represented with Yolande coming from 
Manchester, England and Alastair from Belfast. The Cookstown Patricks had several 
families there. Two of Sam’s brothers came. Patsy and Harry Henderson’s family had 
twenty or more people present. The O’Neills from Carrickatane brought daughters, 
Kerry and Claire. The Patricks from Lislafferty arrived about the same time as Marie 
Wilson and husband David from Belfast.  

Alexander Patrick, from Newtownabbey, arrived with his wife, Elizabeth. His 
daughter, Winde was there with her family of three. Robin Patrick, Alexander’s son, 
could not come, but his son, Matthew, who is just graduating from Queens University, 
was there. 

Alexander Patrick and Family
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Alexander, his son, Robin and his son, Matthew are the last remaining Patrick name 
bearers from the line of Patricks from Carrickatane. I had never met any of them. I had 
talked to Alexander several times on the phone. It was quite exciting to meet them in 
person. I was very pleased that they would come.

Elsie and Sam’s home facilitated very well. The families mingled and mixed and 
had a good time. Many knew about one another from my book. The food was abundant 
and easy to get to. The children had a great time seeing  all of Sam’s animals. Everyone 
appreciated the beautiful view of the valley with Cookstown below.

The only problem that arose was getting the people to Lissan. Hazel wanted small 
groups to come through, so every one could hear well. Nobody seemed to want to leave 
the Tea. Finally at about 4:30 we made an effort to get the first wave to leave for Lissan. 
This was suppose to be the first small group. Instead, everyone decided that it was time 
to go to Lissan. About seventy people hit Lissan at the same time. 

Hazel’s forethought had additional guides available and saved the day. The people 
were divided up and sent off in different directions. Some outside around the beautiful 
grounds and others inside. It worked out very well. The tour of Lissan was a highlight.  It 
is a historical treasure and few people get a chance to see it. Hazel is a treasure, also.

The outside tour of Lissan (left) and 
the inside tour (above).
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June 1

We packed up into two cars (big luggage + small cars) with Elsie and Sam driving. 
Belfast City Airport, not Belfast International (a mistake we almost made) was our 
destination. We arrived with some time to spare. 

Elsie and Sam Bell had been the perfect host. They have been so supportive of all 
of my efforts in making connections with my Patricks in Northern Ireland. They have 
housed me, fed me, given me transportation, guided me, introduced me to their family 
and friends, etc., etc. Hosting the Tea was just another example their support. Their 
house was perfect for the occasion. I am deeply indebted to them and await their arrival 
in the US for a chance to reciprocate.

The trip had turned out better than I had hoped. Joe had taken the driving role and I 
handled the navigating. We became a good team and felt at ease with the car. 

The highlight of the trip to me was the privilege of introducing my family to the 
people of Northern Ireland. I am so very proud of my family. Emily is a jewel beyond 
compare. Her inner and outer beauty, combined with her energetic and charming 
personality won the hearts of the people immediately. She is easy to be with. Whatever 
we did she was in the middle of it. She is a great traveling companion.

Joe has become quite  polished and at ease with new people and places. His worldly 
travels and experiences have served him well. He quickly took on the leadership role. 
Joe is quite impressive to all the people he meets and rightly so.

John is a big attraction  of the family. His good looks and manly statue  gives him 
an immediate impact on people. He has a mature poise and friendliness that drew him 
forward into whatever situation he encountered. The people of Northern Ireland were 
very appreciative of John’s maturity, manners and charm. 

We greatly missed Jenks. His photo was shown all over, but we missed his great 
spontaneous humor and travel knowledge.

I felt a special pride at being able to take my family into a foreign country and 
introduce them to so many of the people that call the country home. It is one thing to 
go to museums, castles and  cathedrals and learn of history and culture. It is another, 
to meet and spend time with people that bring their history and culture to life. I always 
took pride in introducing my family to my Northern Ireland friends and likewise, 
introducing my Northern Ireland friends to my family. I anticipated a good trip. It 
turned out better than I thought.
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 Conclusion
The facts and records that conclusively tie Thomas Patrick to Carrickatane remain 

unfound. The circumstantial evidence continues to build.  The discovery of the burial 
of Thomas Patrick of Carickatean in 1756, proves the name Thomas was a family name 
of Carickatean. The discovery of Isabela Blair as a Cottier in 1795 at Carrickatane 
gives a connection between Blairs and Patricks. The discovery of John Patrick as the 
Leaseholder before Robert Patrick leads to the conclusion that John was probably the 
father of  Robert Patrick. This has some relevance because John Robert was the name 
chosen for the first born son of Thomas and Mary Patrick.

The first born daughter was usually named from the family of the mother. In Mary 
Gilfillan Patrick’s case, she named her first daughter, Rebecca. Mary Gilfillan Patrick’s 
mother was Rebecca Cochrane Gilfillan. The second son is usually named from the 
mother’s family also. Thomas and Mary’s second son was named Joseph—Mary’s father 
was Joseph Gilfillan.

The first son is usually named from the father’s family. Thomas and Mary named 
their first son, John Robert. This name fits nicely with a grandfather named John and a 
father named Robert.

Records were poorly kept during these times. During the succeeding years many of 
the records that were kept have been destroyed - either intentionally or unintentionally. 
The records are running out in Northrn Ireland. Our greatest hope for new information 
lies with family information in the United States.

Based on what I know at this time, I believe that Thomas Patrick is the brother of 
Anthony Patrick of Carrickatane. Their father was Robert Patrick and their grandfather 
was John Patrick. both of Carrickatane.

There are a couple of pieces of information that raises questions that need more 
research. One is the fact that John Blair in his Will named Robert Gilfillan as his second 
cousin. He also named the children of Thomas and Mary Patrick as his second cousins. 
The connection between John Blair and the Gilfillans and the connection between 
Robert Gilfillan and Mary Gilfillan Patrick offers fertile ground for more research. 

John Robert Smith (born 1910, died 1986), son of Sarah Ellen Patrick Smith wrote 
notes of his knowledge and remembrances of Patrick history.  These notes which were 
just seen by me a few weeks ago (about May of 1999), states that “Thomas Patrick was 
born in Scotland in 1784. At age 22 he moved to Londonderry, Northern Ireland. Eight 
years later he migrated to York Co., SC via Charleston, SC.  Died at Bullock Creek, 
York Co. SC. On Aug. 8th, 1842. While still at Londonderry he was wed in 1814 to Mary 
Gilfillan.” This information also offers new direction for research.
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